
body portal theatre 

Thank you for your interest in my work. 

Please find here: 

1) samples of recent previous work (photos & video links) 
2) artist statement 

If you have any questions at all, please do not hesitate to email me. 

Warmly,  
SheenRu Yong 

sheenru@bodyportaltheatre.com 

mailto:sheenru@bodyportaltheatre.com


sample of previous work 
images 1-7: THIN SKIN series 



sample of previous work cont’d 

images 8-13: THIN SKIN series  

video samples:  THIN SKIN & the mana of many 
      THIN SKIN workshop-performance video montage 

THIN SKIN & the risk of resonance Trailer 
THIN SKIN Workshop Trailer 
THIN SKIN & the topography of time Trailer 

https://vimeo.com/325334264
https://vimeo.com/209383286
https://vimeo.com/205357282
https://vimeo.com/203569128
https://vimeo.com/196901561


sample of previous work cont’d 

images 14-16: FLOOD / turn the tide series 
images 17-18: sand sutra (dance film, work in progress)  



 
sample of previous work cont’d 

images 19-28: workshops & public events 



sample of previous work cont’d 

images 29-33: site-specific / urban events and performances  



artist statement 

I am a choreographer; my research for the last two decades has been in the potentials of 
the body as a portal into experience, knowing, and creating. At the root of my work is the 
simple fact that we are all bodies moving through space and time. Hence, I see the medi-
um in which I work as one that is inherently relatable; I play not only with the aesthetic and 
visual draw of dance but also with its unique ability to inspire kinesthetic empathy. My work 
ranges from evening-length shows, site-specific works, and community-based perfor-
mances, often looking at where the individual, collective, or environmental bodies con-
verge or affect one another. In particular, I respond to environments—built or found—and 
explore how they codify our movement, memory and interactions. This curiosity inspires 
me to stage visual and kinesthetic experiences in previously unframed spaces, creating 
immersive art experiences that move both viewer and viewed, blurring distinctions to in-
spire embodied responses. 

body portal theatre is a platform for movement:  
a meeting point for creative change & exchange  
through choreography, community, and collaboration  

body portal theatre asks what moves us? what are we moving? 

Where art objects are often fixed in space to be looked at but not touched, and perfor-
mances are often created behind an inaccessible fourth wall, body portal theatre seeks to 
make work that is as sensate as it is visual, as immersive as it is performative, and as perti-
nent as it is pleasurable. 

Our projects—which have been created anywhere from on the water in a harbor to ware-
houses and farms as well as traditional art spaces and stages—always work to reframe the 
assumed gaze of the viewer, sculpt-choreographing participants’ sensorial experience, 
physically inviting them into the process. In installation-performances, workshops, and 
events that are not complete without participants’ interaction, the dichotomy between art-
object and viewer-subject become a relationship between changing and interchanging 
subjects. The collectively created art process, product and performance is the byproduct 
and the proof of this exchange, witnessed through visual residue, and felt in the memory 
of the sensate body.


